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Measure business success 
through the customers’ eyes

Modern society has come to rely on 
immediacy. Customers demand and 
expect prescriptions to be available 
now, payments to be processed 
instantly, travel plans to be finalized 
with a tap, and goods to arrive on 
time and undamaged. Enterprises 
with growing partner ecosystems 
need to be able to exchange data and 
files – of increasing size and volume 
– in real time, gain secure, end-to-end 
visibility into supply chains, ensure 
regulatory compliance, deliver on 
SLAs, and to adjust on the fly when 
events put SLAs at risk. Business 
success hangs in the balance. The 
extent to which you fulfill these 
tightening demands will determine 
if consumers perceive the buying 
experience favorably or not. And 
these days, the customer experience 
is everything.

Tackle the issues that put the 
customer experience at risk

Behind the scenes of a stellar 
customer experience is a digital B2B 
ecosystem powering it. At its heart is 
a reliable file transfer infrastructure 
that supports critical business 
processes put in place to avoid 
missing SLAs with business partners. 
But there are outside factors that can 
impact the timely transfer of data 
and files and affect SLA compliance. 

Maybe it’s a processing challenge 
that holds up a partner’s file transfer, 
or perhaps file volumes are unusually 
higher or lower than planned. Either 
way, you need to know about threats 
early and be in position to address 
any ensuing problems before they 
happen. The customer experience 
depends on it, not to mention the 
negative impact on costs and 
revenue. The idea is to have access 
to that intelligence as part of a 
foundational file transfer solution: 
Embedded Analytics for AMPLIFY 
SecureTransport.

Axway AMPLIFY 
SecureTransport

A key component in Axway’s 
AMPLIFY Managed File 
Transfer solution, AMPLIFY 
SecureTransport is a multi-
protocol MFT gateway that 
secures, manages, and tracks 
file flows among people 
and applications inside your 
enterprise, and beyond your 
firewall to your user communities, 
the cloud and mobile devices. It 
handles high-volume automated 
secure file transfers between 
systems, sites, lines of business 
and external partners, as well as 
user-driven communications and 
portal-based file sharing. 

http://www.axway.com
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Accelerate operational intelligence for secure transfers

Embedded Analytics for SecureTransport is an analytics accelerator built on 
the Axway AMPLIFY Decision Insight operational intelligence platform. It offers 
pre-built content that includes integration to SecureTransport, a pre-configured 
data model, 4 user-defined roles and several pre-configured dashboards. 
Installation and configuration is complete in hours for immediate time-to-value, 
and it scales to tackle larger business operation monitoring challenges.

With Embedded Analytics for SecureTransport, you can put self-service 
operational analytics in the hands of each file exchange stakeholder. Web-
based dashboards and interactive RESTful APIs shift the control of file 
tracking from IT to the owners of the file transmission. By learning data 
exchange activity and constantly looking for abnormal exchange patterns, 
Embedded Analytics for SecureTransport enables stakeholders to consult with 
their partner ecosystem to address file exchange issues before they impact 
the business. That way, you improve customer satisfaction and avoid SLA 
breaches.

Empower users to take responsibility for what affects them most

Embedded Analytics for SecureTransport comes with 4 user-defined and 
configurable roles. Administrator roles monitor infrastructure availability, 
responsiveness and reliability. Manager roles monitor internal and 
external partner volumes, SLAs and deadlines, shifting responsibility to 
key stakeholders while freeing up time for IT resources. Using web-based 
configuration, roles can be modified to meet changing organization needs. 

Proactively identify file transfers or routes with abnormal 
behavior that could put MFT quality of service at risk

Proactively identify partners with abnormal transfer 
activity with potential for bad experience

ST Global 
Administrator

ST Departmental
Administrator

ST Global Relationship 
Manager

ST Business Unit 
Manager

Oversees the MFT
infrastructure and 
its overall health

Oversees the quality of
transfers to specific BU

or application team

Oversees the partner’s
transfer activity

Oversees partner’s
transfer file activity 
for a business unit

Answering the big questions

Embedded Analytics for 
SecureTransport is designed 
to address the most prevalent 
questions posed by stakeholders 
in industries including financial 
services, supply chain, healthcare, 
life sciences, and many more. 
Look to Axway when you find 
yourself asking: 

• Where’s my file?
• Which files are at risk of 

missing an internal or partner 
deadline or SLA?

• Do processing volumes align 
with expected volumes? How 
will it impact downstream 
processes?

• Who or what is affected by  
the current failures?

• How do I review a detailed 
audit trail of a transfer? Can I 
resubmit the failed transfer?

http://www.axway.com
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Warehouse Performance Real-Time Supply Chain Monitoring

SLAs, Deadlines, Stuck Orders
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Leverage the platform to increase operational efficiency across the ecosystem

Since Embedded Analytics for SecureTransport is built on the AMPLIFY Decision Insight (ADI) platform, you can integrate 
with other types of systems including APIs, message queues, databases, files, and logs used in payment processes, 
supply chain logistics, workforce monitoring and others. Visibility and situational awareness across these systems – in 
the context of both IT and business objectives – will highlight inefficiencies in real time so appropriate action can be 
taken to avoid negatively impacting the customer.

A built-in temporal engine automatically synchronizes events from disparate systems for a full picture of the file, order 
or payment. Built-in time navigation lets you see action live – or rewind to view prior behavior – to better understand 
breakdowns. An audit trail provides a complete history.

http://www.axway.com
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Optimize the customer 
experience with total file 
transfer intelligence

LEARN MORE

axway.com/secure-transport
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Help business teams help themselves

Get a jump on file transfer intelligence by providing self-service capability 
to business teams. Axway helps financial services monitor checks, wires, 
high-value payments and SWIFT. Supply chain professionals can track order 
fulfillment processes, retail restocking operations and B2B file transmissions.

https://www.axway.com/en/enterprise-solutions/secure-transport#tablist1-tab1
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